How LEGO® Grows With Your Child

Almost from the time a child starts walking, the world of LEGO says “welcome”. It’s a unique world. A fascinating place where a child’s dreams become a child’s accomplishments. Because whatever children can imagine, they can create with LEGO Brand Building Bricks. Constructed from high quality, non-toxic plastic, LEGO bricks and building pieces are beautiful examples of fine craftsmanship. Each LEGO set suggests a minimum age as a helpful guide to parents. As your child grows, the world of LEGO grows, too.

The addition of more sets expands the building possibilities, offering even more challenge and fun.

LEGO PreSchool

1½ years & up These sets are especially designed for little hands and big curiosities. The blocks are big, bright, durable and safe. Each set makes a different toy and they’re fun all by themselves or as additions to other sets. Children can play while they build, then play with what they built.
LEGO Intermediate Building Sets

**3 years & up** LEGO Universal Building Sets provide the first big step forward to more creative building. These sets offer a wide range of different shapes and colors of bricks in smaller sizes for more detailed building, plus many special pieces.

The LEGO Models add additional excitement and challenge. They can be used all by themselves to make something specific; or they can be combined with other sets to make something brand new.

LEGO Advanced Building Sets

**6 years & up** The Universal Building Sets and models in this category are especially designed to inspire the creativity of the older child. The sets range in size, complexity and theme, so every child can find a satisfying level of challenge and fun. There's even a motor to put it all in motion.

LEGO Expert Builder Sets

**9 years & up** LEGO Expert Builder Sets provide an exciting new category for experienced builders and collectors alike. Each set contains specific instructions to build several models, plus the unlimited challenge of new LEGO building components especially designed for those with a high level of expertise. Of course they fit with all of the other LEGO Brand Bricks too!
LEGO PreSchool

Each LEGO PreSchool Block is too big to fit into little mouths. They're crafted from bright durable plastic with no sharp edges. The blocks snap together easily, so even a toddler can master the skills of building. For more fun, LEGO PreSchool Building Sets include figures - little people, kittens and pups - all designed to run away with your child's imagination.

080 Police

081 Train Station

085 Racer

086 Tub Boat

087 Taxi

061 Puppy
There are ten LEGO PreSchool Building Sets to choose from. Most sets contain wheeled platforms, special window blocks, doors that open and close, and most important of all - happy little figures to add to the fun.

082 LEGOVILLE™

063 Ducks

088 Camping

089 Mary’s House
3 years & up  LEGO Universal Building Sets

With these sets a child can create anything he or she can imagine - there are literally millions of possibilities. Each set has wheels and tires, doors that open and close, windows with movable shutters, baseplates, plus a wide variety of building bricks in different sizes, shapes and colors. The larger sets also contain many special pieces including LEGO People, roof bricks, clear bricks, trees, and gates.

110 Universal Building Set
111 Universal Building Set
112 Universal Building Set

3 years & up  LEGO Models

These sets are developed around specific play situations and most include unique elements to make them more realistic. All of these sets have lovable LEGO people with heads that turn, arms that move, and hats or hairpieces for even more fun. Each set includes easy-to-follow building instructions.

190 Farm Set
195 Airplane
196 Antique Car
197 Farm Set
LEGO Universal Building Sets

As a child grows, imagination, ideas, and expectations grow, too. LEGO Building Sets meet the growing demands of every boy and girl. These sets have more of everything. More of the pieces children know ... more new pieces they haven't met. There are airplane props, deep-grooved tires, ladders, TV antennas, claw shovels, even true-to-scale Mini-Figures™. Each set includes detailed building instructions.

400 Universal Building Set

402 Universal Building Set

LEGO Universal Motor

The LEGO Motor is designed to be used with other LEGO sets to make things move for added realism - cars and trucks, helicopter blades - they all move with the LEGO Universal Motor. But more than that, to become motorized, a car has to be rebuilt, redesigned, or even enlarged. A specific challenge is presented that brings a child's imagination and intelligence all into play. The motor features safe battery power with forward and reverse action.

901 LEGO Universal Motor
LEGO set 404 contains a battery-powered motor with a lever to control forward and reverse action - makes cars go, cranes haul up and down, propellers spin, and more!
6 years & up  LEGO Models

Each set contains special pieces for added realism. Many sets include true-to-scale Mini-FiguresTM. All sets include detailed building instructions.

425 Fork Lift
430 Biplane
435 Tipper Truck
445 Police Units
455 Learjet

485 Fire Truck
480 Rescue Helicopter
490 Mobile Crane

710 Wrecker with Car
770 Rescue Set

730 Steam Shovel with Carrier
760 London Bus
The new LEGO Fire Fighter and Police Boat sets add a whole new dimension of play to the world of LEGO. These highly detailed and realistic models come specially equipped for use both in and out of the water. They actually float!

712 Sea Plane
775 Fire Fighter
709 Police Boat
780 Road Construction Set
LEGO Enviro-Models are something special. They’re whole action scenes. Each model is large, consisting of a wide variety of highly detailed bricks and special pieces - many not available in other LEGO sets. Yet each piece in the set goes with every piece in every other set. LEGO Enviro-Models are challenging and fun. Each model contains detailed building instructions.

555 Hospital

580 Brick Yard

585 Police Headquarters

565 Moon Landing
Some sets include the new action packed Mini-Figures. They have arms and legs that move, plus sturdy hands for carrying, lifting and climbing.
9 years & up  LEGO Expert Builder Sets

LEGO Expert Builder Sets are designed for experienced builders and collectors who enjoy the excitement and challenge of building highly detailed models and moving objects. Each package shows a full range of alternative models, and detailed instructions for the main model are included. The new building components enable the builder to understand how gears, wheels, and other special parts move and work together in the real world.

948 Go-Cart

952 Farm Tractor

960 Power Pack
The Expert Builder Power Pack contains a battery powered 4.5 volt motor that can be used with the basic models. Power moves through gears or drive belts just like in real machines. Watch the pistons go by themselves!

961 Parts Pack
The Expert Builder Parts Pack offers a full range of supplementary parts for expanded building possibilities when used with one of the basic sets. There are piston rods, gears, gear racks, connector pegs, and lots more!
The special 4.5 volt motor contained in Power Pack 960 can be used with the Expert Builder Sets to provide the realism of motion. The Power Pack must be purchased separately.
For All Ages  LEGO Building Accessories

LEGO Storage Cloth
Perfect for storing your LEGO Brand Building Brick collection. Made of heavy denim, the LEGO Storage Cloth can also be used as a play area - just pull the strings and the cloth turns into a handy storage bag.

LEGO Baseplates
A great addition to any LEGO collection. LEGO Baseplates are available in two different sizes and come in four bright colors.

- 747 Baseplates red/blue
- 745 Baseplate green
- 746 Baseplates green/yellow

LEGO Idea Book
Building with LEGO bricks is fun. The more you have, the more you can do. For more ideas on what to make, get your own LEGO Idea Book. It's full of things to build ... from the simple to the more complex.

If you can’t find a LEGO Idea Book at your favorite store, just send your name, address, and a check for $1.50 ($.99 for the book, plus $.51 for postage and handling) to:

Susan Williams,
Consumer Services,
LEGO Systems, Inc.,
P.O.Box 2273,
Enfield, Connecticut 06082

(Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery).

LEGO... THE TOY THAT'S NEW EVERY DAY™